MWCD, Off-Lot, Dock Access Stairway Dimension Template

- Requested measurements for typical steps with landing.
- Drawings should be submitted for other configurations.

A = Width – Measured to outside of structural framework (Max. 4’)
B = Overall length of stairway
C = Landing dimension (Length)
D = Landing dimension (Maximum landing width is 4’)
E = Overall height of stairway
F = Horizontal distance from steps to water (Normal summer pool)
G = Vertical distance from steps to water

*Maximum permissible width of stairs and landings is 4’*
*No wood can be placed in contact with water at summer pool*
*Decks cannot be incorporated into off-lot stairway construction*

Questions? Please contact Jared Oakes at 330.556.5102 or joakes@mwcd.org